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Welcome…

Stuart Johnson
Retail Controller, 
Unitas Wholesale

Stuart’S  
top 3 tipS  
for Sliding  
into Summer 

…to your May/June issue of Lifestyle Retailer. 
We’re hurtling towards summer at lightning 
speed, so this issue is chock-a-block with tips  
to help your summer sales pack a punch.

We look at how you can improve your margins 
with our Lifestyle own brand on page 35, and 
how to make sure you’re stocking everything 
that your customers will be looking for this 
summer on page 15. Meanwhile, over on page 
43 we’ve some ideas on how you can take 
advantage of summer’s many sporting events.

As you know, we like to visit retailers to hear 
all about their Lifestyle Express journey. We 
recently visited retailer Mohammed Ali to see 
his brand-new store in Scotland (page 20) and 
saw his exceptional customer service in action. 

Summer means big sales for soft drinks, so 
check out page 45 to see what should be in  
your chiller, while on page 54 it’s all about  
beers, ales and ciders.

Track and Trace, introduced in May, is the 
next phase of the European tobacco legislation 
that first came into effect in 2016. Find our 
handy guide to what you need to do on page 39.

As always, this issue is full of the latest 
products, news and trends to help you stay  
well ahead of the retail game, 
and over on page 59 we talk 
all things Father’s Day. 

Have a great start to 
summer, see you in July!

get in touch…
email us at

lifestyleretailer@
thebrightmediaagency.

com

1 alcohol
Traditionally, Brits 
drink more during the 

summer months as 
alfresco occasions 
and parties become 
more frequent. Make 
sure you’re fully 
stocked up on the 
essentials, and keep your ear to 
the ground to listen for any 
customer requests.

2think outSide  
the box
There are tons of 

opportunities to cross- 
merchandise during summer if 
you’re savvy about it. Place 
lemons and limes in a basket 
near your spirits, and colouring 
books for kids near the 
newspapers and magazines.

3do their 
thinking
Your customers will 

always be grateful if you remind 
them of an event they may have 
forgotten about, such as 

Father’s Day. Use in-store 
signage to remind 
them to buy a present 
or stock up on beer 

for the day. 
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Our round-up of the latest 
products to fill up your 
shelves this spring

want to be a 
lottery retailer?  

need t
o 

know
stay up to date with the latest 

goings-on in the industry

Look  
out for…

buxton 
branding
Buxton has refreshed its 

branding to give its water 

extra shelf appeal and 

increased pulling power. 

in a move that aims  

to encourage shoppers  

to drink more water, the 

rebrand will ensure bottles have more  

of a standout presence in retailers’ 

chillers to reinforce its premium offering.

Sales of iced coffee are heating up and it 
now adds £22.2m to the value of dairy 
drinks, to account for 25.5% of the total 
market. To put it into perspective, the value of 
standard flavoured milk is £16.6m. 

Large chains such as Costa and Starbucks 
have really got behind the iced drink, which has 
now filtered down to retail stores, increasing the 
popularity of ready-to-drink beverages. In fact, 
66% of 18–24 year olds in the UK see ready-to- 
drink iced coffee as a great alternative to sugary 
fizzy or fruit drinks, so it’s definitely worth making 
space for these in your front-of-store chillers.

Daily grinD

get fizzy
Blossom Hill has launched 

Gin Fizz to tap into the 

latest trend for botanical 

flavours. a sparkling 

blend of crisp white 

wine, botanical 

infused water and  

a splash of gin,  

this looks set to  

be popular with 

gin-loving shoppers.

Did you know that if you sell the 
nation’s favourite lottery tickets and 
scratchcards in your store, you’ll see 
more basket spend per customer? 
   In addition to that, you’ll also see 
stronger customer loyalty and will 
receive store assets such as point  
of sale materials, a National Lottery 
terminal and stands. 
   With 18m players very single week, 
this is a huge opportunity to drive 
footfall into your store. Applying to 
be a National Lottery retailer 
couldn’t be easier, simply visit  
www.nationallotteryallstars.co.uk 
and click on ‘Become a Retailer’. 
Submit your contact details, and 
your local customer development 
executive will be in touch to 
progress your application. 

The UK 
convenience 
market is forecast 
to grow by 17.6% in 
value between now and 
2023. The overall food and grocery 
market is predicted to grow by 14.8%  
to £218.5bn over the five-year period.
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need t
o 

know

blow a raspberry
if your shoppers are flavoured fizzy drink 

fans, you’ll be glad to hear that Pepsi 

MaX has released a raspberry flavour.

sales of no-sugar cola have 

rocketed, and Pepsi has 

been making the most of 

the opportunity by so far 

releasing ginger and cherry 

options. this latest addition 

is bound to also be popular 

with shoppers.

Mix 
it up 
With the 

sales of 

no- and 

low-alcohol 

options 

rocketing, 

Kopparberg Mixed Fruit 

alcohol-Free is a reliable 

addition to your shelves  

as we head into summer.

button it
Cadbury has launched its  

popular Bournville dark chocolate in its first ever 

sharing bag format, with a new bag of Giant 

Buttons. available in £1 price-marked packs, 

the new product follows the huge success of 

Cadbury’s Dairy Milk Giant Buttons and the 

growth in popularity of dark chocolate.

Look  
out for…

Parliament and Police Crime 
Commissioners are facing pressure 
from the British Retail Consortium 
(BRC) to take action against  
retail crime.

The group are encouraging 
Parliament and Police Crime 
Commissioners to create a specific 
criminal offence to protect retail 
employees from assault at work,  
as is already the case for  
emergency workers. 

This follows findings by BRC  

that on average, 115 retail employees 
were attacked every day last year,  
and that more than £700m was lost  
to customer theft, which is a rise  
of 31% on the previous year.

If you’re struggling with violence  
in your store, the best step is to work 
closely with your local police to help 
train your staff on ways they can 
protect themselves against violent 
members of the public and make  
sure that the CCTV system in your 
store is working and fit for purpose.

Crime watCh

Reach foR Reusable
As Brits become more conscious of their use of plastics, fewer shoppers  
are opting to buy bottled water, instead favouring reusable bottles and  
coffee cups they can take with them when leaving the house.

Mintel research found that 63% of bottled water shoppers often refill  
their plastic water bottle with tap water rather than 
buying a new one. Kantar Worldpanel revealed  
that thirsty Brits were turning to the tap on an 
additional 670 million occasions in the year ending 
September 2018, far more than the 170 million 
increase in bottled water occasions.

Despite this, there’s no immediate risk of damage 
to the bottled water category. However, with 
conversations taking place about increasing the 
availability of free tap water for the public, that  
may soon change.

It might be worth taking advantage of the trend, 
and stocking up on reusable bottles and coffee  
cups while their sales are on the up.

 
The first 

quarter of 
2019 has been 

a promising one for the 
nation’s convenience stores. 

According to official figures 
from the Office for National 
Statistics, retail sales rose  

in February, up by 0.4%  
on the previous month.
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Look  
out for…

the whole paCkage

get tough on those 
criminals who are making retailers’ lives  
a misery and report every single incident

If you  
only do  
one thing…

Whenever we talk to retailers 
about the biggest issues they 
face in their work on a daily 
basis, the number one thing 
that comes up is crime, 
which affects just about 
everyone in our sector.  

Our 2019 Crime Report 
shows that over the past year, 
convenience stores have lost 
£246m to crime, mainly  
repeated theft by customers. 
It also showed that the 
biggest trigger for abuse in 
stores is challenging thieves. 
Frustrated by the lack of 
consistency of police 
response, retailers are 
challenging those who are 
committing crimes. Our 
message is very clear: people 
are always more important 
than property.

The real impact of crime is 

the effect that it has on 
people working in and 
running shops, especially 
those who have been the 
victims of assault, armed 
robbery, threats and violence. 
Many retailers can reel off  
a list of incidents where 
they’ve been threatened with 
weapons, assaulted or worse. 
These take a huge personal 
toll, the impact of which 
cannot be underestimated.

In a bid to tackle this, we 
are working on a campaign 
with the retail sector, Home 
Office and Crimestoppers to 
encourage people to report 
abuse when incidents occur 
in store. Abusive behaviour 
always needs to be reported. 
Get involved by searching  
for #AlwaysReportAbuse  
on social media.

Unitas Wholesale has made 
significant progress in 
delivering a well-rounded, 
competitive package for its 
retailers, including faster 
access to new products.

As well as investing £1.5 
million into ensuring its 
promotions are stronger than 

ever, Unitas has also arranged 
better rates with food-to-go 
manufacturers, meaning 
retailers will be able to sell  
hot and cold food-to-go  
and make better margins.

Want to find out more? 
Visit www.planforprofit.co.uk 
for further information.

Keep an eye out. While the Daily 
Express and Daily Star newspapers  
increased their prices last  
month, this will actually  
cut margins for retailers.

ice ice baby
With the growing popularity of of 

of white chocolate, 

Magnum has launched a 

new white chocolate and cookies flavour.

available in 440ml tubs (£3.85), 

3x90ml sticks (£3.69), 6x55ml sticks 

(£3.93) and individual 90ml sticks (£2), 

get stocked up for the summer.

boost to 
category
Coca-Cola has ventured 

into the world of energy 

drinks with the launch of 

Coca-Cola energy.

available in regular and 

no-sugar options, the 

brand’s massive pulling 

power will undoubtedly 

make this new addition very 

popular with your customers.

pack in protein
alpen has unveiled its first protein cereal 

bars. the bars are available in two flavours: 

Chocolate and Berries & Yoghurt.

Protein products have already added more 

than £18m to the cereal bar category and 

sales are soaring thanks to the growing 

popularity of more active lifestyles.



 

 

NEW Brew
NEW Taste
NEW Glass
Still iconically Danish.

Rebrewed from
head to hop.

Introducing the 
New Carlsberg
Danish Pilsner.
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need t
o 

know

Look  
out for…

mix it up

Dates for 
your diary

World Cocktail Day
Push sales on spirits and mixers, and 

place lemons and limes near spirits  

to encourage cross-merchandising.

May 

13

British Sandwich Week
if you offer food-to-go, create and 

advertise a special recipe especially 

for British sandwich Week.

May 

19–26

National BBQ Week
Fresh burgers and chicken thighs with 

sides like potato wedges and bread 

buns are must-haves on the shelves.

May/jun 

27–2 

National Picnic Week
sandwiches, mini sausage rolls and 

scotch eggs are essential. Could you 

also make up a few picnic hampers?

jun

1–9

World Gin Day
Why not offer 10% off all gin and run  

a competition to ‘guess the pennies in 

the jar’ with a bottle of gin as the prize?

jun

8

Beer Day Britain
use in-store signage to advertise  

this day, and make sure you’ve got 

a good selection of chilled and  

room temperature beers available.

jun

15

A whopping 80% of UK gin 
drinkers claim to make the world’s 

best G&T, and 75% believe their skills 
are superior to those of bartenders.
While we can’t verify if this is true,  

it’s definitely worth considering when 
stocking your spirit shelves. 

The Gin Report 2018 also found 90%  
of consumers spend time experimenting 
with different garnishes, and named pink 
grapefruit (38%) as one of the top options. 

Garnishes are easily forgotten  by 
customers in the dash to your local store  

to stock up on gin, so place some lemons 
and limes, and perhaps pink grapefruit, in a basket  

placed nearby to encourage cross-merchandising.

berry 
energetic
Fresh to the energy drinks 

category, red Bull has 

announced the launch  

of its Coconut edition. 

With a light, summer flavour 

and available in a stylish white 

can, the new variety joins the 

brand’s growing portfolio of 

exciting flavours and is also 

available as a sugar-free drink.

83%   
of convenience store staff have 
experienced verbal abuse in the  
past 12 months, according to the 
Association of Convenience Stores’ 
2019 Crime Report. The Home  
Office encourages retailers to report 
emergencies to 999, other incidents to 
101, or anonymously to Crimestoppers.

nut a joke
a new protein nut bar has been 

launched by cereal bar brand,  

trek.  tapping into the popularity of 

protein products in an ever-health- 

conscious Britain, the range is 

available in Blueberry and Pumpkin 

seed, Dark Chocolate and sea 

salt, Dark Chocolate and Orange 

and Coconut and raspberry.

red alert
Coca-Cola has launched 

Zero sugar raspberry in 

500ml bottles and 330ml 

cans, supported by a 

£7m marketing campaign. 

Diet Coke is the number 

one sugar-free cola in the 

uK, and Coca-Cola Zero 

sugar is the fastest 

growing major cola brand, so the 

new flavour is likely to be popular.
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seasonal

t
he relentless heatwave of 
summer 2018 just seems like  
a distant memory now, and 
hopefully your store saw a huge 

surge in sales of summer favourites such 
as chilled beer, ice cream and barbecue 
essentials as a result.

While everyone’s hoping for another 
scorcher this year, it definitely pays to  
plan ahead for whatever the weather has 
in store. Major sporting events will likely 
have an impact on your sales if you plan 
effectively, so keep an eye on the TV  
guide and stock up on all the essentials 
accordingly.

summer is a great time to work in convenience retailing. 
From impromptu barbecues and picnics to evenings with 

friends and some of the biggest dates on the sporting 
calendar, customers rely on you, so are you ready?

21 June
Summer StartS Friday
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You’re on to a winner if you 
stock the flavours below, which 
have been voted the top five 
most popular flavours in the UK*
1. Vanilla
2. Chocolate
3. Strawberry
4. Mint Choc Chip
5. Choc Chip Cookie Dough

*A
cc

o
rd

in
g

 to
 th

e 
Ic

e 
C

re
am

 A
lli

an
ce

barbecueS 
annually

the uK hoStS 
more than 

130m 

1

2

3

chicken thighs, beef burgers (don’t  
forget burger buns) and sausages.

Remember to offer barbecue accessories 
such as napkins, plastic cups, plastic  
plates and cocktail sticks.

Cross-merchandising with canned 
cocktails, chilled beers and soft drinks  
will be a great way to make the very  
most of the opportunity. 

4

5
Ice, ice baby
The ice-cream category is worth £342m  
in the UK convenience channel alone, 
with significant and steady growth of  
5% year on year. Ice creams are generally 
thought to be the most affordable treat for 
families, so stock up on plenty of options 
to keep your customers cool and happy.

If we are blessed with another heatwave 
this year, keep your chillers spotless and 
well presented to look attractive.

Make sure your ice-cream section is 
visible with POS or, if possible, place an 
ice-cream freezer near the front door so 
shoppers can find it quickly. Plan ahead 
for busy periods and keep an eye on 

weather forecasts. 
When it comes to offering great 

value, watch out for the latest Unitas 
Wholesale promotions and offers  

in depot and stock up.

Sizzle those sales
Brits can’t get enough of barbecues 

in summer, and they’re often a 
spontaneous occasion, so your 

store is in a great position to cash  
in on last-minute purchases. 

Did you know Brits enjoy more than 
130m barbecues every single year? If 
you’re able to, stocking chilled meats is  
a must for barbecue season. Think 
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If you offer 

a grocery range 
in store, it’s worth 

stocking up on 
fresh salad 

options  

drinKS down
Since 2013

Sugar intaKe
From  SoFt

17%

Stock 
up on 

healthy snacks 
and activities for 
bored children in 

the holidays 

Remember the essentials
Is it even possible to go on holiday and 
remember every single thing you need 
without forgetting anything? We think 
not, and it’s even more unlikely if you’re  
a parent packing for little ones. Your store 
will be a lifeline to those in this situation, 
especially if it is located near a beach, 
airport or tourist spot. 

It’s a good idea to keep a stand full of 
umbrellas tucked away in the store room 
to bring out on a rainy day for the holiday 
makers who weren’t expecting rain on 
their summer break (there’s always one).

Think of the children, too, by stocking 
up on magazines and puzzles to keep 

them occupied in the car. If you’ve got 
space in store, go one step further by 
stocking up on games such as bats and 
balls and buckets and spades. Don’t 

forget healthy snacks for kids such as 
chopped up apple and flavoured water.

Softly, softly
Now, soft drinks sales success isn’t  
limited only to summer, of course,  
but it’s a good idea to make sure you’ve 
perfected your range in time for the  
sunny season. With the nation becoming 
more and more health conscious, and 
with the industry still feeling the effects  
of the Soft Drinks Industry Levy, be sure 
to include a wide range of low- and 
no-sugar options in your chillers. 

Don’t clutter your chillers and shelves 
with too many options but dedicate more 
space to your best sellers. Refer to Plan  
for Profit to get the latest range advice; 
visit www.planforprofit.co.uk. 

There’s a balance to be struck between 
featuring the firm 
favourites and also 

keeping on top of  
the latest trends. 
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It’s a 
knockout

“My 
advice to 

retailers would 
be to get to know 
your customers  

as much as 
possible”
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store profile: falkirk

W
hen an opportunity arose to open a brand-new 
store on Duke Street, Denny, Falkirk, 
convenience retailer Mohammed Ali just  
couldn’t resist imagining it as his new store.  

An experienced pair of hands, Mohammed’s been in the retail 
game for more than two decades, and as a result he’s well and 
truly learned the tricks of the trade and knows what it takes  
to make a store a success. 

Mohammed had been a Lifestyle Express retailer in the  
area for a long time, but the very small store only had limited 
opportunities to expand and develop. So, when he saw the  
Duke Street store for sale towards the end of last year, he  
instantly knew it had potential to achieve great things. 

“Although the store had previously been owned by one  
family for 35 years, I could see what I could turn it into,” said 
Mohammed. “However, a real worry was that the store had been 

closed for four or five months which was a worry.”
As any retailers know, a closed store can be a death sentence  

for convenience stores as loyal customers will have had to  
shop elsewhere and it doesn’t take long for them to develop  
a loyalty with another store.

However, this proved to be far from problematic for 
Mohammed. After a complete refurbishment, the store has  
not only bounced back, but is experiencing above average sales. 

New store, new look
“We ripped out the whole store and started again. From the 
flooring to the lighting, everything is brand new, including  
the fridge, freezer and all the fittings. The Lifestyle Express  
team have been fantastic to work with, I really couldn’t have 
asked for more. My customers are always complimenting  
the store, saying how smart it looks.”

Mohammed ali’s brand-new lifestyle express store in Denny, Falkirk 
is really packing a punch, giving him the edge over the competition

It’s a 
knockout
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While a new-look store is a great way to attract customers,  
it takes a lot to keep them, particularly when there’s so  
much competition around, including the discounters and 
supermarkets. Mohammed’s nearest competition is less than  
half a mile away, so he knows the importance of winning over 
customers and making sure they become regulars. 

“It’s about having the right products, the right prices and the 
best customer service,” said Mohammed. “I’ve lived in the area 
for thirty years and so a lot of people know me and I can greet 
them by name. I know this gives me an edge and I know that  
a lot of my customers will walk past other stores to come and 
shop with me. It definitely helps a business when you’ve already 
built up a rapport with residents in the area.”

“My advice to retailers would be to get to know your customers 
as much as possible. It’s easy to win over customers if they know 
that they’ll get good service in your store. They’re far more likely 
to come back in the future if they feel valued and respected.”

Promotion, promotion, promotion
In opting for Lifestyle Express one of the benefits for  
Mohammed have been the promotions made available  
to him, which have proved to be a huge success. 

“The promotions are incredibly popular with my customers, 
especially ‘buy one get one free’ deals,” said Mohammed.  
“I advertise my promotions across my Facebook page, which  
allows me to get right in front of the customer and tell them  
what I have on offer, rather than waiting for them to come  
into the store and spot the great value.”

What does the future hold for Mohammed? “I’m really  
excited to see what the future has in store. Our sales figures  
are already looking really positive and hopefully they will 
continue to climb. We’ve  also applied for a cash machine, and  
for the National Lottery too. Mostly, I’m just excited to reap  
the rewards of the hard work that the Lifestyle Express team  
and I have put into the store.”

 
“I advertise 

my promotions 
on my Facebook 
page to get offers 

in front of the 
customer”
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INNOVATION 
and new launches 

contributed 
+£117m to the 
Gin category  

in the last year*

HENDRICK’S GIN 
has grown at +20%  

over the last year 
within UK impulse**

An utterly  
MAGNIFICENT  
£7m marketing 

investment 
to recruit 

our curious crowd
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trends

Cocktails are always a hit in 
summer, so stock a range  
of products customers can 
use to make them at home

Spirits

To mix with…
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and flavours!

Tango is the
BEST tasting orange

fruit carbonate*

+£2M Marketing
spend in 2019

New SUGAR FREE flavours 
Tropical and Strawberry

and Watermelon

Time to

Time to Time to

* MMR Consumer Product Benchmarking Dec 2017 (Base: Sugar free Rep Sample 18-24 yr olds n=81)    
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FUEL YOUR PROFIT
A MUST STOCK FOR 2019
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a clean store,  
the right products 
and fully stocked 

shelves are just part 
of the battle when it 

comes to winning 
customer loyalty. 

Delivering the best 
possible customer 

service will give you 
the edge over your 

competition, so 
here’s our top 10 
tips for delighting  

your customers

Service with a

smile
3 Lend a hand

If you spot a customer 
struggling to carry their basket 
around the store, could you  

or your staff offer to lend a helping hand? 
If your store has the resources, why not  
go one step further by offering to deliver 
their food home for them? Small gestures 
like this go a long way in a community 
and word quickly spreads.

4 Keep an ear  
to the ground
You’re most likely to lose 
custom to your nearby 

competition if customers can’t find  
the products they’re looking for. Write 
requests down and stock up when you 
can. You could even go one step further 
and give them a call when you’ve got their 
item in stock if you take their number.

 1 Friendly face
A smile goes a long way in the 
world of retail. Greet them at  
the door with a smile, and your 

customers will instantly feel valued  
and that your store offers more than  
just the products they want. By being 
positive, polite and friendly, they’re  
much more likely to warm to you  
and to visit you again.

2 The small details
If possible, try to remember 
small details about your 
customers, such as their name 

and their favourite brand of cigarettes.
Customers will always feel valued if they 
visit your store and you remember their 
name and their favourite products, or if 
you can recall a conversation you had with 
them previously.
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5 Be helpful
Know your stock and store 
layout well and be sure to train 
your staff to do the same so if 

they’re asked for help, they can find an 
item quickly and efficiently or offer an 
alternative if it’s on a promotional deal 
or multi-buy offer.

6 Be professional
Although it’s good to be 
friendly and personable  
with your customers, it’s just 

as important to be professional. Your 
customers don’t want to hear about  
how much you hate the competing  
store down the road, or anything 
negative about the neighbourhood  
or people they may know.

7 Keep it clean
First impressions really count 
so make sure your store is 
clean and tidy. It doesn’t take 

much to put passing trade off, so take a 
walk outside and make sure there’s no 
litter outside and your windows and 
frames are clean. Do the same inside 
and make sure shelves are clear and  
your chillers and freezers are sparkling.

8 Outside the box
Your customers will be 
grateful if you help them out 
with little prompts in store. 

Remind them that Father’s Day is on  
the horizon, or mention that they could 
consider buying a lime to go with their 
bottle of Desperados beer. Equally, if 
you spot someone buying a birthday 
card, ask them if they need gift bags, 
wrapping paper or Sellotape (if you  
sell these). By thinking ahead, you  
will be maximising opportunities  
to cross-merchandise.

9 Care for customers
For some customers, you  
may well be the only contact 
they have that day and a 

conversation with you may be the best 
part of their day. Even if it’s just to talk 
about the weather, the news or a TV 
show, taking the time to chat really  
can make the biggest difference.

 10 Quick on  
your feet
Remember that your 
customers want to  

be in and out as quickly as possible 
when visiting your store. Help 
make their mission as easy as 
possible by making sure you serve 
them as quickly as possible when 
they come into store. Start by asking 
them if there’s anything you can  
help them with (this is also a great 
opportunity to cross-merchandise 
or up-sell), and then be ready to 
serve them on the till as soon as 
they’re ready so they don’t have  
to come looking for you.
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Unitas Wholesale Ltd is giving your customers 
the chance to nominate their local school to 

win a share of £2,000 worth of sports 
equipment. 

Ten winning schools will be 
awarded brand-new sports 
equipment to the value of £200.

To generate interest in the competition in 
store, we will be providing all Unitas Symbol 
Group retailers1 with point of sale and entry 
forms which will arrive with their Period 8 
point-of-sale kit in May.

To nominate their local school, your 
customers should complete the provided entry 
form and send it to Unitas Wholesale Ltd in 
the post, scan and send via email or submit 
their nomination using the online form. 

For more information, please visit  
www.unitaswholesale.co.uk/schoolcompetition

The closing date for nominations is Sunday 
4 August 2019.

n Free prize draw.

n  this competition is open to customers of 

unitas symbol Group stores only. 

n  up to ten winning schools will receive  

brand-new sports equipment up to the 

value of £200. 

n  We accept multiple entries for each school, 

however individual applicants may make 

only one competition entry per person. 

n  schools may not win more than one prize 

each. in the event of a school being 

randomly drawn for more than one prize, 

another random draw will be held, and the 

school will retain its original prize.

n  Winners will be picked at random, the 

decision will be made under independent 

supervision and the decision is final. unitas 

Wholesale ltd, their agents or suppliers will 

not enter any correspondence. 

n  We offer no cash alternatives for  

non-cash prizes.

n  Winning schools will be contacted directly 

within 28 days of the closing date.

n  Failure to receive a response from the 

winning school within 14 days of the initial 

contact being made will result in their 

exclusion from the prize draw and a new 

winner being selected from the entries. 

n  all data shared in entering this competition 

will be used for administration ONlY. 

Winners’ contact details will be passed to 

Davies sports to ensure that prizes can  

be received.

n  unitas Wholesale ltd will not use your data 

for any marketing purposes. 

n  after 90 days from the competition closure 

(2 November 2019) all entry details will be 

deleted. We take data protection very 

seriously, and your data will not be shared 

with any third parties. 

n  By entering you agree to be bound by these 

terms and conditions.

n  all entries after the competition closing date 

of 23:59 on sunday 4 august 2019 will not 

be eligible to win.

Terms and 
condiTions

competition

     sporTs 
equipmenT for 

your local 
school!
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with our biggest selling range of 
great tasting energy drinks!

 ENERGISE  
YOUR PROFITS 



NEW
ENERGISE YOUR 
SALES WITH 
COCA-COLA 
ENERGY

High caffeine content. Not recommended for children or pregnant or breast-feeding women (caffeine 32 mg / 100ml).  Consume Moderately. Niacin (vitamin B3) and vitamin B6 contribute to 
normal energy-yielding metabolism. Consume as part of a varied and balanced diet and healthy lifestyle. *AC Nielsen, MAT value sales, Independents & Symbols, w/c ending 26.01.2019.  
©2019 The Coca-Cola Company. All Rights Reserved.

ALSO  
AVAILABLE  

IN PMP 

GREAT TASTING ENERGY DRINK
 ‒ The No1 soft drinks brand is entering into the  

energy sector, the biggest soft drinks sector for 
convenience stores*

 ‒ Available from April in Original and No Sugar variants
 ‒ Supported by a multimillion pound launch campaign
 ‒ Find in the energy section

On promotion, stock up now!

03078b CCEP COKE ENERGY TRADE AD PT A4 V7.indd   1 04/04/2019   13:52
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Strength in

Not just for gym 
junkies and fitness 
fanatics, there’s a 
huge opportunity  
in protein products 
across the uK right 
now, so it’s time  
to jump on the 
bandwagon

don’t 
forget
second site 
products for 

maximum 
visibility

NEW
ENERGISE YOUR 
SALES WITH 
COCA-COLA 
ENERGY

High caffeine content. Not recommended for children or pregnant or breast-feeding women (caffeine 32 mg / 100ml).  Consume Moderately. Niacin (vitamin B3) and vitamin B6 contribute to 
normal energy-yielding metabolism. Consume as part of a varied and balanced diet and healthy lifestyle. *AC Nielsen, MAT value sales, Independents & Symbols, w/c ending 26.01.2019.  
©2019 The Coca-Cola Company. All Rights Reserved.

ALSO  
AVAILABLE  

IN PMP 

GREAT TASTING ENERGY DRINK
 ‒ The No1 soft drinks brand is entering into the  

energy sector, the biggest soft drinks sector for 
convenience stores*

 ‒ Available from April in Original and No Sugar variants
 ‒ Supported by a multimillion pound launch campaign
 ‒ Find in the energy section

On promotion, stock up now!

03078b CCEP COKE ENERGY TRADE AD PT A4 V7.indd   1 04/04/2019   13:52
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are you ready? 
track and trace

as the next phase of tobacco legislation comes into effect,  
all retailers who wish to sell tobacco need to comply.  

Here’s our guide to what you need to know

what is track  
and trace?
Track and Trace is the next phase of 
the European tobacco legislation that 
first came into effect in May 2016. 

Track and Trace requires tobacco 
manufacturers to place a unique code 
on all tobacco products including 
individual packs, outers, cases and 
pallets to ensure they can be tracked 
throughout the supply chain.

why?
The aim is that this will tackle the illicit 
tobacco trade as the Track and Trace 
system includes security features to 
help detect counterfeit products. Some 
will be visible to the human eye, while 
others will be harder to spot. By 
tracking tobacco products, the 
authorities can support law-abiding 
retailers and wholesalers and ensure 
that the products are genuine.

who will  
it affect?
The Track and Trace legislation requires 
every business involved in the supply 
chain (manufacturer, wholesaler, 
distributor, retailer) to track the 
tobacco products. 
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2
Manufacturers then scan 

out every product leaving 

their premises to 

distributors and wholesalers
3

Wholesalers and 

distributors scan 

in every product 

from manufacturers

5
retailers are not required 

to scan products being 

sold to customers

how it works

Manufacturers apply unique 

identifier codes to shipping cases, 

cartons and packs of all cigarettes 

and roll-your-own tobacco products

1

so what do you 
need to do? 

track and trace 
timeline

20 May 2019

all cigarettes and roll-your-own 

tobacco products that are 

manufactured in the uk or 

imported into the uk after this 

date must use the track and 

trace system.

20 May 2020

Wholesalers and retailers can 

continue to sell cigarettes and 

roll-your-own tobacco products 

manufactured before 20 May 

2019 up until 20 May 2020 

without using the track and trace 

system. after this date, all tobacco 

products must be purchased 

using the track and trace system.

20 May 2024

From this date, track and trace will 

extend to all other tobacco 

products (such as pipe tobacco 

and cigars).

Wholesalers and distributors 

scan out tobacco products 

to retailers
4

After 20 May 2019 you will not be 
able to purchase any tobacco products 

unless you have your unique codes.
You’ll need an Economic Operator ID 

Code plus a separate Facility ID Code for each of your 
premises that sells or stores tobacco.

Apply for your unique codes from 30 April 2019 at www.
gov.uk/guidance/selling-and-storing-tobacco-products

Wholesalers cannot sell to any retailer without an 
Operator ID Code.

30 April 2019

retailers can apply for their 

identifier codes.

10 May 2019

retailers will receive their  

identifier codes.
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BBQ BEEF BIG HOOPS 
FASTEST SELLING £1 PMP!*

5TH FASTEST 
SELLING £1 PMP!*
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VAT FREE!

UK'S NO.1 RIDGE CUT CRISP!*

UK'S NO.1 POPCORN BRAND!*

£PMPS GROWING

+43.2%
YEAR ON YEAR!*

WHEN MEXICAN FLAVOUR CALLS!

NEW!

NEW!

THE UK’S NO.1 NUT BRAND!*

10TH FASTEST SELLING  
IMPULSE BRAND!*

8438 £1 PMP AD A4.indd   1 30/01/2019   17:27
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summer is jam-packed with major sporting events and your store will 
be a lifeline for those tuning in to watch. the ball’s in your court…

Get ready for 

kick off

don’t 
forGet

Stock a selection 
of dips for  

sharing bags 
of crisps
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drink 
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that
The weather’s getting warmer, bringing  

with it the perfect opportunity to maximise  
your beer, cider and ale sales

in the third 
quarter of 2018*

off–trade beer 
sales were up

7.6%

retailer  issue 53 2019
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s
ales of beer and cider creep up 
as the weather gets warmer, 
with summer bringing a 
huge opportunity 

from passing trade. A 
cool beer is often just 
what your customers 
will need as they nip 
in on their way home 
from work, or out to 
a barbecue. 

Perfect for sharing, 
beer and ciders 
perform well during the 
summer months in the 
convenience channel and give you  
a great opportunity to become a 
repeat purchase destination store.

Beer, cider and ale trips are often 
‘top-up’ missions, so make sure 
you have a good selection of beers 
chilled for same-day 
consumption. Data revealed  
by Nielsen shows that beer 
shoppers come into store more 
frequently, so look at what sells 
well and make those products  
a key focus alongside the 
bestsellers, such as Heineken 
and Budweiser. 

53%
of cider 
consumers 
are male

local brewery and consider stocking 
their beers. If you do, remember to  
let your customers know that you  
stock local beers, both inside and  
outside your store.

Ask your customers if there are any 
products they are looking for that they 

couldn’t find and make sure you’re 
ahead of the game and 

stocking up on the  
latest new products.

Crafty sales
There has been  
a huge craft beer 
boom over the  

past few years, and 
it shows no signs of 

slowing down. Craft 
beers over 7% ABV more 

than doubled in 2017, and double 
IPAs are also in growth. 

For shoppers who are  
keen to support local 
businesses, why not 
check out if you have a 

Our ‘Ones 
to Watch’ pages 

are a great way to 
keep up to date with 
the latest products 

to hit stores

For shoppers 
who are keen to 

support local businesses, 
why not check out if you have 
a local brewery and consider 
stocking their beers to help 

create a point of 
difference?

47%
of cider 
consumers 
are female

  issue 53 2019  retailer  
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in 2018 sales of 
non–alcoholic 
and low–alcohol 
beer rose by

38%

In cider information
Cider is worth a huge £2.98 billion a 
year in the UK, which is the biggest 
cider market in the world. A report  
by Westons Cider revealed that cider 
has grown in value by 3.5% in the  
last year, and the UK consumes a 
staggering 800 million litres of  
cider a year.

Despite fruit cider being a relative 
newcomer to the cider category, it 
should now be a central component of 
your fixture. Insight from GlobalData 
shows that it surged in popularity 
over a 12-year period to hold 27% of 
the whole market by the end of 2017. 
So, what does all this mean? It’s easy: 
reserve some of your chiller space for 
fruit ciders alongside regular cider. 
Keep an eye on the latest products 
that are launched with innovative 
fruit flavours, such as raspberry  
and kiwi, lemon and strawberry  
and orchard fruits.

Healthy living
Brits, especially millennials, are 
becoming more health conscious than 
ever before, and that’s having a direct 
impact on alcohol sales. Low- and 
no-alcohol beers are gaining in 
popularity with sales rising to a 
whopping £7.6 million over 

Make the 
most of the chance to 
cross-merchandise by 

placing snacks nearby, and 
remember to ask if your 

customers need bags of ice, 
soft drinks or limes for 

their beer
Christmas 2018. In fact, sales of 
non-alcoholic and low-alcohol beer 
rose by 38% in 2018 compared with 
the previous year. With that in mind, 
it’s worth making a good range 
available for those who choose not  
to drink or are designated drivers.

Think across the board
Create a display of beers, soft drinks, 
snacks and barbecue essentials so 
customers can easily find all they need 
for their upcoming occasion. By 
cross-merchandising, you will help 
the forgetful customers who may not 
have planned to stock up on beer 
when shopping for fresh meat or 
snacks for their upcoming barbecues. 
It’s a good idea to create a separate 
section that draws attention to your 
special offers, as customers are largely 
driven by value when it comes to  
their alcohol choices.



don’t forget
Stock up  on greetings cards

45
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Even the most loving 
child in the world can 
forget Father’s Day, 
so make sure you’re 
ready for those 
rushing out 
to buy last- 
minute 
presents
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friends
Furry

stocking a good range of pet 
food gives you the pawfect 

opportunity to take advantage 
of top-up missions

don’t 
forget

Stock up on litter 

for those who’ve 

run short
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a
s the UK’s largest wholesale 
services company, we’ve 
negotiated preferential rates 
with leading service providers 

that can reduce your overheads and  
help you to grow additional sales.

You could save money with energy 
providers and financial services or 
introduce additional sales with stationery 
supplies and food-to-go solutions. 
Whatever you decide, there’s huge 
potential to help you grow your  
business and increase your profitability.

 Here’s just some examples of how you 
can save more and sell more. In fact, by 
combining just these five suppliers, 

independent retailers are saving on 
average £3,000 per year.

Food to go
If you want to make the most of the 
food-to-go opportunity which is growing 
year on year, you could introduce Country 
Choice into your store. They’re the leading 
in-store bakery and food-to-go supplier, 
and they provide retailers with 
high-quality products, on-site training, 
equipment and point-of-sale material, 
plus a 15% discount on products. 

Chilled and frozen
Bolster your chilled and frozen offering by 

Do you want to

Yes, it really is that 
simple. unitas 

Wholesale can help 
you to reduce your 

overheads and drive 
additional sales

save more 
and sell 

more?
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making the most of a 5–29% discount  
on Eden Farm brands. With products 
available from Tropicana, Müller, Wall’s, 
Birds Eye and McCain, you’ll be offering 
your customers a one-stop solution,  
and to make it even easier for retailers, 
Eden Farm delivers nationally.

Greetings cards
Available on a sale-or-return basis, 
retailers could introduce Card 
Connection greetings cards and take 
advantage of the £1.7bn greetings cards 
market. The range of cards offers up to 
50% POR and retailers can enjoy a 
discount of 17.5%.

Confectionery
Delight your customers young and old  
by offering the £One Pounders range  
from Golden Casket, with chocolates, 
boiled sweets, jellies and chews in £! 
pricemarked packs. Retailers can get  
a 10% discount plus free stands to  
create an eye-catching in-store display.

Parcel collection
Create even more reasons for customers 
to come into your store by adding a parcel 
collection service. Retailers can earn extra 
income and increase footfall by becoming 
a Hermes ParcelShop, and will receive 40p 
for every parcel collection or drop off. 

it’s easy to  
get started

1 Take a look at our easy-to-use 
directory of suppliers at  

http://www.planforprofit.co.uk/
drop-shipment-and-services.php

2 Identify the service and 
supplier you’re interested in.

3 ‘Click for contact’ to receive  
a call back or visit within  

48 hours.
 
It really is that easy. So what’s 
stopping you? 

want to 
know more?

Contact Steve Hodson,  
Trading Controller,  
Unitas Wholesale,  
at steve.hodson@
unitaswholesale.

co.uk
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retailers’ 
stories, 

must –stock products and 
the latest industry news

Plus

Coming  
next issue...

Back to 
school
What are the 
essentials you 
need to have 
stocked up on?

make the right choice
Follow Plan for Profit when it 
comes to stock decisions

we all 
scream for…
the hot summer 

months mean 
one thing – hot 

ice-cream sales

we’ll drink to that
Follow our must-stock guide to 
wines your customers will love
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